Researchers’ Open Letter Calls for Moratorium on New Oil Sands Projects
by Sheila Pratt
June 10, 2015 – More than 100 scientists and economists from Canada and the U.S. made an unprecedented call Wednesday for a halt to new projects in the oil sands, until carbon emissions can be reduced.
In an open letter sent to Prime Minister Stephen Harper, the prestigious group of researchers said a moratorium on new projects is needed, if the world wants to limit the worst impacts of global warming.  Energy economist Mark Jaccard of Simon Fraser University said the position is “Alberta friendly,” as it would maintain current oil sands jobs, and production levels at about 2 million barrels a day.
But new projects should not be approved in northeast Alberta unless there is a plan “to rapidly reduce carbon pollution, safeguard biodiversity, protect human health, and respect treaty rights,” says the letter, also signed by Nobel Prize winning economist Ken Arrow.
The message, which was also sent to Premier Rachel Notley and members of Parliament, comes as federal and provincial governments are preparing positions for the world climate talks in Paris in December.
University of Alberta water expert David Schindler said the group decided it had to speak out, given the damage of climate change to ecosystems and unsolved environmental problems associated with open-pit mines.
Schindler said he’s hoping Alberta can seize the moment and diversify its energy sources, as even industry is beginning to see “this isn’t a long-term solution.”  “There’s an opportunity here, as long as the Saudis are flooding the market with cheap oil, for Alberta to take the initiative on choosing a better path,” he said.  Fossil fuels will always have a role and companies operating now need to recoup investments, Schindler said.  But coal-fired electricity is also carbon intensive and could be transformed with renewable energy such as geothermal power — a natural fit “given all the deep-drilling expertise we have,” he said.
The Canadian Association of Oil Producers is opposed to a moratorium, said Greg Stringham, vice-president of CAPP.  “Canada’s oil sands are an important part of meeting the world’s energy needs, and demands for a moratorium on development simply ignore this reality,” said Stringham in an email.  The best way forward is to continue work with scientists on new technology to solve issues like carbon emissions, he said.
The letter lists 10 reasons the moratorium is necessary, including long-standing environmental problems such as air pollution and lack of reclamation.  It notes that mining and upgrading the oil sands releases carcinogens and other pollutants into air and water.  It says that land reclamation has been very slow, at less than 0.2% of the disturbed land.  The letter also says that oil sands development has eroded treaty rights.
The 10 reasons “should be at the center of public debate about further development in the oil sands,” says the letter.
Expansion of the oil sands is “incompatible” with avoiding the worst upheaval from climate change, and will slow down the transition to cleaner energy.  Controlling pollution will not derail the economy,” says the letter.  Finally, the letter says: “A majority of North Americans want their leaders to address climate change and they are willing to pay more for energy to help them make that happen.”
Thomas Homer Dixon, from the University of Waterloo’s Center for International Governance Innovation, also said it was high time academics brought their concerns to the larger public.  “The situation is urgent,” said Homer Dixon.
Other signatories from Alberta include U of A biologist Suzanne Bayley, and University of Calgary’s Shawn Marshall, who holds the Canada research chair in climate change, and U of C biologist Mary Reid.
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